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Abstract: Now a day's product reviews are available on internet for popular products. Consumers commonly search for quality information from that customers can earlier make their purchasing product decision, product development and marketing and consumer relationship management. When reviews on various aspects of a product are in textual format, it is difficult to identify and analyze such customer reviews; we proposed system where automatic identification for important product aspect is done to improve usability of numerous reviews. In our system, consumer reviews of the products in free text format are given as input to system; initially we parse the reviews by using NLP for identifying aspects of products then used sentiment classifier for sentiment analysis where the review comments are classified as positive or negative sentiment and probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm is used for ranking the aspects, we developed the DICE algorithm where sentiment analysis is done by measuring similarity matching in the terms of common bigrams and aspects are ranked again. Finally we get important aspects.
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1. Introduction

Now a day’s E-commerce is expanding rapidly. Products are being sold on websites. This is due to large number of reviews are easily available online and enhancing more and more trust on products available for E-purchases or online purchases. Today’s date there are so many websites are available for online shopping for e.g. amazon.com, shoppers.com, ebay.com, snapdeal.com, flipcart.com etc. Many websites provides facility to write consumer's feedback about product features, aspects, quality etc. to express their opinion on these aspects. The aspect is nothing but the feature of product refers to component or attribute of certain product. A sample review “the battery backup of Samsung is amazing” reveals positive opinion on aspect Battery backup of Samsung. There are also various forum websites are available online for consumer to post their reviews on million of products. For e.g. price grabber.com contain million of reviews likely more than 32 million products. Net.com such numerous reviews contain worth full knowledge and have become some valuable resource for both customers and firms which are helpful to make consumers purchase decision. Consumers commonly search for quality information from that customers can earlier make their purchasing product decision, product development and marketing and consumer relationship management. Generally product may have many aspects depending on product to product. For e.g. Yu Yureka have many aspects such as „ battery backup „ „ camera quality „ „ design „ „ speed „ „ display “ here some aspects have strong influence on the customers decision making as well as firms product development. For Yu Yureka mobile aspects such as „ Camera “ and „ display “ are most important as compare to other aspects. Hence, identifying important product aspects will improve the usability of several reviews and it gives benefit to both consumers and firms. Consumers can conveniently make wise purchasing decision by giving more attentions to the significant aspects, whereas firms can concentrate on improving the quality of these aspects and thus improves product brand effectively. It is impossible task for retrieving reviews and identifying the important aspects of product from numerous reviews, if they would done by manually and also it is quite difficult to identify key aspects from textual reviews written by consumers. Hence, an approach to automatically identify the important aspects is very much necessary. In A straightforward frequency-based solution considers the aspects which are frequently commented in consumer reviews as important aspects. However, consumer's opinions on the frequent aspects may not determine their overall opinions on the product, and would not influence their purchasing decisions. For example, most consumers has commented frequently that “there is bad signal connection” of iPhone4, but they may still give high overall ratings to iPhone4. On the contrast, some aspects such that 'design' and 'speed' may not be frequently commented, but generally are more important than “signal connection”. Hence, the frequency-based solution is not able to identify the truly important aspects.

2. Related Work

Generally noun and noun phrases are known as aspects or feature of product. Hu and Li[12] are giving attention on feature of product and positive and negative opinions on that features are given in reviews. Noun and noun phrases which are commented frequently are kept as aspect. Drawback is that these identified aspects may contain the noise. So for overcoming these problem of noisy aspect Wuet al.[23] used phrase dependency parser where the language model is used to filter the noise and related score of candidate aspect is predicted and low scored candidates are then filtered. Pros and cons reviews can helps in identifying aspect in textual reviews. For more efficient aspect identification in free textual review we parse the reviews with NLP in our system. For sentiment classification there two approaches are given first one is Lexicon-Based Approach where sentiment terms are already present in database. All negative and positive sentiment words, phrases are called as Lexicon. Hu and Liu [3] uses Lexicon-Based approach. Sentiments can be collected manually otherwise dictionary-based approach or
corpus-based approach is used to find sentiment polarization. There are also Supervised Learning Techniques provided for sentiment classification Naïve Bayes Classifier (NB), Maximum Entropy Classifier (ME), Support Vector Machines Classifiers (SVM). SVM is best suitable when input data sets having many attributes. For Classification of textual data SVM is most suitable because of sparse nature of text. Another one is Naïve Bayes Classifier which is an arithmetic classifier which performs probabilistic calculation i.e. predicting class membership probabilities using Naïve Bayes theorem and It require less computing time to train dataset. After the aspect sentiment classification, classified aspects are then ranked.

In existing system, Consumer reviews of a product are given. In first step, aspects are identified from given product reviews. Aspects are nothing but features of product. After that in second step review comments are classified as positive or negative sentiments using supervised Classifier. After that in next step by using probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm based on the importance of aspect by considering aspect frequency and consumers opinions given to each aspects [1]. Zheng et al [1] described the probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm which is used to identify the important aspects of a product from consumer reviews and rank them as per the score of aspects. A probabilistic algorithm is developed by weighting the important aspect based on frequency [1].

**Disadvantages of Existing System:**

a) The drawbacks of the existing systems are that sentiment analysis cannot provide accurate classification of positive and negative comments. Hence can introduce errors in aspect ranking.

b) Pros and cons reviews as well as textual reviews are needed as input to existing system. By using only textual reviews the system can’t give proper results.

### 3. System Architecture

In this section we explained the complete architecture of proposed Product sentiment analysis with aspect ranking system. Generally It is difficult to identify and analyze textual reviews. Our system is proposed to analyze the product reviews from the reviews which are given in free text form for identifying important aspects and then rank the aspects as per there importance. Basically first of all the aspects of products are identified then the opinion of customers about that aspect is identified there may be positive opinion or negative opinion of customers then aspects are ranked as per there importance by applying ranking algorithm. In our system, we focused on sentiment analysis for better improvement in aspect ranking so We are improving accuracy into sentiment analysis by applying the DICE algorithm.

The process of product review sentiment analysis with product aspect ranking consisting of four Steps:

a) Identification of Aspect

b) Sentiment classification on aspects

c) Product aspect ranking

d) Sentiment Analysis using DICE algorithm

When reviews on various aspects of a product are in textual format, it is difficult to identify and analyze such a customer reviews; so we proposed the system to mine those aspects and rank them which will help for better product development. Identification of important aspects of products improves the usability of customer’s reviews about products. Important product aspects are identified on the basis of following observations. 1) Aspects which are frequently commented by a large number of consumers are measured as important. 2) In general opinion on the product is decided by opinions given in reviews by various consumers on important aspects of the products, we proposed system where free text reviews are considered as input then these reviews are observed for identifying aspects. In NLP, aspects from textual consumer reviews are identified. By Using NLP parser, free text reviews are parsed and all noun and noun phrases are extracted then we apply stop word removal method for identifying standard aspects. After that for sentiment analysis we used supervised SVM classifier which analyzes the comments as positive or negative sentiments for aspects which we have identified previously. SVM is suitable for classifying textual input. Then probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm is used for ranking important aspects of product so we can get the ranked aspects. We concentrated on sentiment analysis for result improvement in system’s output. After that for enhancing accuracy in sentiment analysis we proposed DICE algorithm. DICE is String similarity matching algorithm where we calculate the Dice’s coefficient for similarity matching. Dice's coefficient measures how similar a set and another set are. It can be used to measure how similar two strings are in terms of the number of common bigrams (a bigram is a pair of adjacent letters in the string). For string similarity measure, the coefficient is calculated for two strings, x and y using bigrams as following.
**DICE Coefficient:**

\[ s_m = \frac{2n_t}{n_x + n_y} \]

where,

- \( n_t \) = number of character bigrams in both strings x and y
- \( n_x \) = number of bigrams in string x
- \( n_y \) = number of bigrams in string y

**Dice algorithm steps:**
1. Input two Strings for Dice algorithm
2. String.length() checked for length == null return 0
3. If string1 == string2 return 1
4. If string1.length()< 2 or string2.length()< 2 return 0
5. Strings are tokenized and new bigram String is created from given two string
6. Strings are sorted
7. Start for
8. If match is found match is incremented
9. Coefficient = Match/(sum of length of strings)

Finally the after similarity matching using DICE algorithm important aspect ranking list is obtained. Results of sentiment analysis is improved by using DICE coefficient algorithm.

**4. Mathematical Model**

**a) Set Theory Representation**
- Let U is main set of users and u1, u2, u3 are the elements of the set which are nothing but authorized users of our system.
  \[ U = \{u_1, u_2, u_3\} \]
- D is a main set of input dataset where customer reviews are stored i.e. d1, d2, d3...
  \[ D = \{d_1, d_2, d_3\} \]
- W is the set of Word for different type of reviews such as set of positive words and set of negative words and w1, w2, w3... are elements of set D.
  \[ W = \{w_1, w_2, w_3\} \]
- P is main set of Positive Words in Reviews where p1, p2, p3 are its elements which are nothing but positive words.
  \[ P = \{p_1, p_2, p_3\} \]
- N is main set of Negative Words in Reviews where n1, n2, n3... are its elements which are nothing but negative words.
  \[ N = \{n_1, n_2, n_3\} \]
- A is the set of Ranked Aspects from customer reviews
  \[ A = \{a_1, a_2, a_3\} \]
- C is the set of customer reviews
  \[ C = \{c_1, c_2, c_3\} \]

**b) Functional Dependencies:**

**Input:** {Reviews of users}
Reviews of customer on different products

**Output:** {Ranked Aspects of product}
And our output will be ranked aspects which are identified from dataset

**Success:** {Exact ranking of the aspects as per the users reviews}
**Failure:** {fail in case of unstructured reviews}

**5. Experimental Results**
In figure 2 shown that our system works more accurately as compare to the existing system. Accuracy is increased for each product such as camera, Iphone, Ipod etc.

![Figure 2: Experimental results](image)

**6. Conclusion**

We proposed system for identifying Ranked aspects as per there importance. Free text reviews are considered as input to our system; At first step, free reviews are parsed using NLP which identifies the aspects of particular product. For classifying sentiments supervised classifier SVM is used then we applied probabilistic aspect ranking algorithm for natural aspect ranking. Accuracy in sentiment analysis is improved by using DICE similarity matching algorithm so it gives accuracy in resultant ranked aspects.
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